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Abstract

Summary: Most multi-alignment methods are fully automated, i.e. they are based on a fixed set of math-
ematical rules. For various reasons, such methods may fail to produce biologically meaningful alignments.
Herein, we describe a semi-automatic approach to multiple sequence alignment where biological expert
knowledge can be used to influence the alignment procedure. The user can specify parts of the sequences
that are biologically related to each other; our software program will use these sites as anchor points and
create a multiple alignment respecting these user-defined constraints. By using functionally, structurally or
evolutionarily related positions of the input sequences as anchor points, our method can produce alignments
that reflect the true biological relations among the input sequences more accurately than fully automated
procedures can do.
Availability: Our software is online available at GÖttingen BIoinformatics Compute Server (GOBICS),
http://dialign.gobics.de/anchor/index.php
Contact: burkhard@gobics.de

A large number of multi-alignment programs have been developed during the last twenty years, see [9, 13]
for recent reviews; the performance of these tools has been studied extensively [2, 10]. Practically all state-
of-the-art alignment methods are fully automated, i.e., they construct alignments following a fixed set of
algorithmical rules. Automatic alignment methods are clearly necessary in situations where no expert knowl-
edge about sequence is available or where large amounts of data are to be processed. However, if a researcher
is already familiar with a specific sequence family under study, he or she may know certain regions in the
sequences that are functionally or phylogenetically related and should therefore be aligned to each other.
Here, it is useful to have an alignment method that can incorporate such user-defined homology information
and then creates an alignment respecting these constraints. Multiple alignment under constraints has been
proposed by Myers et al. [8] and, more recently, by Sammeth et al. [11].

The multi-alignment program DIALIGN [4, 5] has an option to calculate alignments under pre-defined con-
straints. Initially, this program feature has been implemented to reduce the alignment search space and
program running time for large genomic sequences [1, 7, 12]. However, user-defined constraints – or anchor
points, as we call them – can also be used to improve the biological quality of multiple alignments. To this
end, known homologies can be specified by the user. A semi-automatic alignment procedure is then carried
out where the user-specified homologies are aligned wherever possible; the remainder of the sequences is
then automatically aligned by DIALIGN according to these user-defined constraints. A detailed description
of this algorithm is given in [6]; this paper also describes applications of our approach to genomic sequences
around the Hox gene cluster.

To make our anchored multi-alignment tool easily available to the research community, we developed a
WWW interface at GOBICS (GÖttingen BIoinformatics Compute Server). The user can specify an arbitrary
number of anchor points that are taken into account for the alignment. Each of these anchor point corre-
sponds to a pair of equal-length segments of two of the input sequences, see Figure 1. An anchor point is
therefore characterized by five coordinates: the two sequences involved, the starting positions in the respec-
tive sequences and the length of the anchored segments. As a sixth parameter, our method requires a score
that determines the priority of the anchor point. The latter parameter is necessary, since it is in general not
possible to use all proposed anchors simultaneously, so the algorithm may need to select a suitable subset of
them. Here, our method uses the same greedy proceedure that is used in the original DIALIGN approach to
select consistent sets of local pairwise alignments for multiple alignment [3].

Our anchoring procedure works as follows: if a position � in one of the input sequences is assigned to a
position � in another input sequence through one of the selected anchor points, this does not necessarily
mean that � and � will be aligned in the output alignment. Rather, it means that � is the only position from
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WKKNADAPKRAMTSFMKAAY WKKNAD-----APKRamtsfmKAAY------------
WNLDTNSPEEKQAYIQLAKDDRIRYD WNLDTN-----SPEE------KQAYiqlaKDDriryd
WRMDSNQKNPDSNNPKAAYNKGDANAPK WRMDSNqknpdSNNP------KAAYn---KGDsnapk

(A) conserved motif (B) default DIALIGN alignment without anchoring

WKKNADAPKRAMTSFMKAAY WKKNADAPKRAMTSFMKAAY
WNLDTNSPEEKQAYIQLAKDDRIRYD WNLDTNSPEEKQAYIQLAKDDRIRYD
WRMDSNQKNPDSNNPKAAYNKGDANAPK WRMDSNQKNPDSNNPKAAYNKGDANAPK

(C) anchor point �
	 (D) anchor point � 2

1 2 4 6 6 4.5 WKk-------NADAPKRAMTSFMKAa---Y-
2 3 6 11 8 1.3 WNLDT-----NSPEEKQAYIQLAKDDrirYd

WRMDSnqknpDSNNPKAAYn---KGDsnapk

(E) file with coordinates for anchor points (F) anchored alignment

Figure 1: Multiple alignment with user-defined anchor points. (A) A (fictitious) set of protein sequences
contains a conserved motif (blue); we assume that this motif represents some real homology that is known to
the user, e.g. a functional site. (B) The default version of DIALIGN is not able to recognize this homology;
the motif is only partially aligned. To enforce alignment of the known motif, we define two anchor points (C)
and (D), shown in red. Each achor point corresponds to a pair of equal-length segments of two of the input
sequences. (E) A file containing the coordinates of the two anchor points is created. Each line corresponds to
one of the anchor points, the numbers in a line denote the two sequences involved, the two respective starting
points, and the length of the anchor point. In addition, a score is to be specified as a sixth parameter for each
anchor point to prioritize anchor points in case they are mutually inconsistent, i.e. if they exclude each other
and cannot be used simultaneously in one alignment. The first line in our file corresponds to anchor point �
1. It involves sequences 1 and 2, the starting points are 4 and 6, and the length of the anchor is 6. The score
4.5 is irrelevant in our example since the two anchor points are consistent with each other, so both can be
used simultaneously to anchor the alignment. (F) The alignment created with these anchor points correctly
aligns the motif (blue) and aligns the remainder of the sequences given the constraints imposed by the two
anchor points.

the second sequence that can be aligned to � . However, whether or not � is will actually be aligned to �
depends on the degree of local sequence similarity among the sequences around positions � and � . If no
statistically significant similarity can be detected, � and � may remain un-aligned. Moreover, positions to the
left of � can be aligned only to positions to the left of � and vice versa. This relation is transitive, see [6] for
details.

The greedy selection of anchor points makes it possible for the user to prioritize potential anchor points ac-
cording to arbitrary criteria. In the Hox gene example described in [6], for example, we used biologically
verified gene boundaries as anchor points to enforce correct alignment of duplicated genes. For large data
sets, one may want to use local sequence similarities identified by some local alignment program as addi-
tional anchor points in order to speed up the alignment procedure as outlined in [1]. In such a situation,
known homologies such as gene boundaries are, of course, more reliable than automatically detected se-
quence similarities. Thus, it makes sense to first accept the gene boundaries as anchors and then to define
local alignments as additional anchors, under the condition that they are consistent with those known ho-
mologies. So in this case, one would give high scores to the biologically verified anchor points to ensure
that they are given higher priority in case of possible inconsistencies, whereas automatically created anchor
points would receive lower scores.

At our WWW server, anchor points for multiple alignment can be uploaded in a simple anchor file; the
corresponding file format is explained in Figure 1 and in the online manual. Alternatively, if only a few
anchor points are used, their coordinates can be entered through an online form on the submission page.
In addition, several other program parameters are available. A detailed online manual explains all relevant
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program features such as input and output format and gives an example to demonstrate how anchor points
affect the alignment procedure.
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